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\ 21. 
I. 

President : M. Georges THEUNIS 

ECO~OliiC TE~DENCIES AFFECTI~G 
THE PEACE OF THE WORLD: ADOPTIO~ 
OF A RESOLUTION PROPOSED BY 
1\lr. PUGH (BRITISH El\lPIRE) Al\D 
SUBMITTED TO THE COXFER&\'CE BY 
THE CO-ORDI~ATION COllliiTTEF. 

'The Presidenl : 

Tran•lation : The first item on the agenda 
is the discussion of Mr. Pugh's resolution concerning 
economic . tendencies affecting the peace of the 
world. This resolution has. been submitted to 
the plenary Conference by the Co-ordination 
.Committee. 

Mr. Pugh (British Empire) will addresF the 
• Conference. 

• 
1\lr. Pugh .(British Empire) : 

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen- The 
resolution I haveuthe honour to submit is designed 
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to direct the attention of the ConfPren1.1e and, 
throu~rh the Conference, the attention of the world 
at large to t.he fundamental aignifil.,ance of our 
efforts during the lr.st three weeks in the direction 
of international peace. It is that which forms 
the ba.His of the memoranda presented by mys11lf 
on behalf of the labour organisations of Orent 
Britnin in which we point ot•t that, broUIIIY 
speaking, the economic growth of the world baH 
outstripped the growth - of political and Hociul 
institutions and t.hat, unleHH economic aetivitiea 
and rivalries can be controlled and directed to 
the common interests of the peoples of the world, 
stable peace between nations will be impo••ible. 

In this connection, I may be permitted to quote 
from the resolution adopted by the Assembly 
of the League in which it requested the Council 
of the League to take the necessary steps to 
convene an International Economic Conference. 
The As8embly said : 

" Firmly resolved to seek all poHsible m1.•ans 
of establi•hing pE'aCP throughout the world ; 

" Convinced that economic peace will largely 
contribute to securit.y among the nations : 

"Persuaded of the necessity of investigating 
economic difficulties which stand in the way 
of the revival of general prosperity and of 
asl.'ertaining the best· menus of overcominl{ 
these difficulties and of preventing diHputes". 

I desire further, 1\lr. President, to strengthen 
my argument by referring to a significant statemPnt 
in your closing speach at the end of the work 
of the Preparatory Committee in which yon say: 

" The political work of pacification undertaken 
by the League of Nations would not be 
comprehensible without simultaneous work in 
the economic field - a field which is closely 
connected with it . 

" Too many people still think that the 
politiral field and the economic field are entirely 



different. This is a profound and dangerous 
error, for every important economic question 
is by that . very fact a political question. The 
work of politic.al peace and disarmaml'nt should 
go hand ill. hand with economic peace and 
disarmament." 

When this Conference clost>s, and all its members 
bave returned to their homes and resumed their 

, day-to-day activities, it will be a measure of our 
sincerity that we shall, in our several. capacities{ 
keep alive and develop those ideals of mutua 
co-operation, of toleration in a great endeavour, 
which in no small degree has been shown to be 
possible by this Conference. 

The question which the Conference must now 
prepare to meet, as it approaches the end of its 
work, is this : What progress has been made towards 
the ideal set forth in the initial declarations I 
have quoted f Is there reason for believing that 
firm foundations have been laid for the development 
of better industrial relations between different 
countries, and are tht>re grounds for the conviction 
tbat progress has been made already, in consequence 
of this first step, towards the attainment of an 
enduring peace f 

In order to have an assured reply upon theRe 
fundamental issues, it is necessary for us mentally 
to rise above the details of the work which, for 
the past three weeks, have commanded aU our 
attention, until a plane is reached from which 
the contribution of this Conference can be seen 
in true perspective and in its just relation to the 
stream of human history and progress. 

Viewing the efforts of the Conference from 
that standpoint, we must consider what it may 
have added to the swelling tide of fort'es which 
direct the destinies of peoples away from war, 
discord and distraction towards the evolution 
of a constructive social unity. When we regard 
our task from this broadt>r philosophical point 
of view, we realise at once that our work has 
only just begun. From active practical experience 
in the construction of a solid basis of peace in 
our domestic industrial relations, many of us are 
well aware that this basis is not to be secured 
without arduous effort and continuous striving. 
When the interests of large groups of men are 
serioURly opposed, their conciliation involves a 
strain both of intelligence and will. 

What is needed, first, is a clear system of the 
agreed principles of settlement- standards which 
can be accepted by all parties as just and reasonable 
for indicating how the solution may be reached in 
any given dispute. Then, when the principles have 
been established, there still remains the moat 
exacting a~~ persistent ~roblem of maintaining 
the true apmt of co-operation between the partieR 
an~ ~ ready willingness to stand by the adopted 
prmmples of settlement. This, we knowJ is not easy 
m the separa.te domain of industry, ana there ill no 
rell8on to believe that the same process will be easy 
when the interests of all nations of producers and 
consumers are at issue. 
. In its rOle of mediator, and in a sense legislator 
m the sphere of international economic differences' 
this Conference can at least claim a measure of 
success in the first half of its task- the laying 

. down ot principles of settlement. Before the 
~nf~rence met,_ those who framed the agenda had 
m mmd two maJor categories of disputes. The first 
of. these ill that in which the producing and consu
!'=g ~untries maY: injure one another through the 
Imposition of restrictions and prohibitions on the 
~xchange or goods. The second is that in which 
mternational combinations of producers might 
prejudice the interests of all consumers throughout 
the world. For these two outstanding cases, 
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potentially capable of giving rise to internation~t 
friction, the Conference baa elaborated for the 
guidanr,e of all countries .certain :Qrinciples which, 
if loyally applie~, would go far to banish enmity 
between the nations. 

But this, as already stated, is ·not enough. We 
must not allow ourselves the delusion, in thE' 
enth1111iasm of our work, that our task has been 
accomplished when these principles have been 
established. The testing-ground of the success of the 
present conference is not here in this hall but in 
the separate national · Legislative ,Assemblies 
throughout the world. That being so, it would be 
fatal for the d~le,ll:ations to return each to their 
native hearth under the impression that the task 
is finished. In reality, it isJ·u.~t beginning. · 

The e~sential trial-groun of the success of the 
present Conference lies in the national fields. The 
trial itself is one between political leadership and . 
public opinion in each separate State. If Govern
ments are unable to command adequate support 
from the people of their country in an endeavour 
to institute the necessary changes of policy, clearly 
nothing substantial can come of the 
recommendations 'of this Conference, for, in the 
last resort, it ill public opinion which determines. 
how much progress can be made. 

Finally, therefore, we have to ask ourselves : 
What has this Conference achieved towards the 
education of opinion f What has it contributed 
towards the better comprehension of the problems 
raised, towards the growth of international 
understanding and towards the development of 
good-will amongst the peoples of the world f 
. These questions are, by their nature, impossible 
to answer with precision. But there are certain 
features of this Conference which at least give great 
encouragement. In the first place, it is more 
representative of socialJ industrial, commercial and 
financial interests ana of geographical divisions 
than any previous Conference. In the second place, 
the Conference proceedings have been marked, · 
despite the controversial character of the problems 
and vital interests they affect, by considerable . 
evidence of concord. Extreme left opinion has been 
working in conjunction with extreme right, and 
even opposing systems have had representatives 
sitting side by side and endeavouring to conciliate 
their points of view. · 

Perhaps, therefore, the most valuabla immediate 
.result of our work has been to strike a further blow 
at that potent factor of war, suspicion. One of the 
worst of the obsessions from which the world still 
suffers is its "suspicion complex". We still imagine 
enemies lurking in the various national corner~. 
We still carry about unwholesome and ungrounded 
fears of other nationalities. And why f Merely 
because we do not know l'ach other. The fear of · 
the unknown is invariably the greatest fear, and, 
because we are afraid, we build up armaments, 
protect our key industries for war and try to make 
ourselves industrially self-sufficient. In so doing, 
we only justify our neighbours' worst suspicion, so 
that they in turn double and redouble their defence. 

Where, then, lies the power to break this vicious 
circle of- suspicion and military preparation ! 
Only, it seems, in coming to close quarters with 
each other, in rubbing shoulders, in uniting towards 
the solution of common difficulties, and thus 
ultimately realising that we are members of the 
same human race, with the same needs, the same 
essential problems, and the same just aspirations. 
Thill feeling we have realised to a material degree, 
I think, at the present Conference j and, although 
the result of this may appear to be the least tangible 
of all, it probably yields a greater contribution than 
any other towards the spread of mutual under
standing among the nations repre~~ented. 
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• As a fundamental consideration, therefore, in 
eonnection with .the practical end we have in 
view, the high purpose of this Conference must 
be kept steaQ,j.ly in mind, namely, to develop 
an enlightened policy of international co-opl"ration 
and good-will between nations as the means whereby 
human welfare may be benefited and the 
foundations laid for permanent world peace. 

I therefore beg to move the adoption of the 
following . resolution : 

The Conference, , 
, Re-cognising that the mainte-nanc11 of Wt>rld 

pea~e · dependB largely upon the prinCiples on 
tChich the ~omic polieie-.1 o[nations are framed 
and e:recuted, • • 

Recommends that the Governments and peoplu 
of the countries here represented should together 
give continuous attention 1o thiB a.pect of th11 
~~conomic problem, and looka font~ard to the 
establishment ' of recognised principleS' designed 

• to eliminat11 those economic difficullieB which 
cause friction and misunderstanding in a toorld 
whi(•h has ererything to gain from pe(J('tful and 
harmonious progrus, 

• The President :' 

Tra118lation: You have heard Mr. Pugh's speech 
in support of his resolution which he has just 
read, and which I now put. to the .vote. 

ll.fl·. Puah's resolution was tmaniwousl11 ador,ttd. 
- " . 

The President : 
. ,. .• 

. Tra118laticn : M. Varga (U.S. S. R . ) will addi"esa 
the Conference. 

1\1. Varga (U . .S.~.R.): 

Translation : The Soviet delegation voted in 
favour of Mr. Pugh's proposal, being of the opinion 
that a close and constant study of the problem 
of economic relations between tht> different countries 
and the Soviet Union and the establishment of 
principles for the co-existence of the two economic 
systems may greatly assist in brinpn~ ab_out 
an improvement in the general econonuc situation, 

' . . 

The President : . . ' 

Translation : M. Caloghirou (Greece) will address 
the Conference. · · 

· M. Culoghiroo (Greece) : · 

Translaliara : Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen 
- 'Ole time has come to pay a tribute to the work 
of the Conference, which is nearing its conclusion. 
I had hoped, however, for a direct reply to the 
resolution pused by the Assembly of the Le~gue 
at its sixth ordinary session. We have exanune_d 
the various phenomena of the present ec~no!llic 
situation, but we have not yet found the prmciple . 
underlying those phenomena. We have been 
dealing with the consequences rather than the 
causes of the world economic situ.ation. No"!', · 
at the close of this session, I should _like ~ subnnt 
~ few brief. observations on the situatiOn .. 
· The Intern~tional Economic Conference 18 the · 

outcome of the fact that every one eithel' suspects 
or knows that the world edifice is in da~ger .of 
collapse. Among the maj_ority ~f mankmd, .a 
majority which is daily ~creasmg, povert;r 18 
usuming alarming ·proportiOns. The precari~US
ness . of our existence is everywhere manifest 
and is being demonstrated every day. 

Economic causes are at the root of the who~ 
trouble. If we are to cope with the econonuc 
difficulties which stand in the way of gen~ral 
prosperity and may even lead to new and temble 

• 

confiicts, we must consider not the details of the 
present economic situation but the principles 
upon which it depends. Minor economic reforms • 
will never make any real difference in social 
conditious. 

There is no such thing 88 a system of world 
economy, nor can we est~blish one ; or at all events 
there is no such system in the ordinary sense 
of the word, that is, 88 a further stage of 
development following on private and nutional 
economy. The present economic syst.em is, ot. 
course, a world system from the point of view 
of the elements concerned in it, bnt not from 
the point of view of the idea underlying it or the 
conflicting interests represented in it. A re~rulnr 
system of world economy is out of the question, 
for we are still far frmn the " world-conscious " 
mentality which it connotes and which mankind 
would find it very difficult to acquire. World 
economy is not a unitary but a collective conct>pt. 

National eoonomy, on the otlll'r hand, is an 
I"Stablished fact. It exists now 88 a universo~l 
system and ideal, whether in the form of !lllpitalism 
or communism. Both polici!'s dl'pl'!ld upon the 
same system, the same essentinl id~>a, the same 
mistaken conception. The genemland furulnrnent.ltl 
error which of itself inevitably complicl\t(•K social 
life and leads to disnst<lr is this very athnnpt 
to employ authority for the purposi'K or c!lonomic 
administration. It is the llJl)llioation of buronul'rncy 
to economic life. It represents a claim to manage 
~he property and hl'nce to control the fate of 
others. It means t.hat the State lnt<lrfortlB In 
trade, and places its formidable political and 
military equipment at the disposal of the privat~ 
interests of one party to engage in d .. sperate 
combat with another. It involves the 11rinciple 
so completely- and so lightly -accepted by 
most countries, particularly at t.loe pr!'sont time 
and under tho influence of war cnndit.ionR, the 
principle that those at tht> head of the t!tatAJ are 
aL~o entitled to administer the proporty of tlwir 
nationals, that is, to control our living conditions 
and subject us at a day's noti<'Al to a rise ~r folll 
in prices to meet the temporary nei'A:-ssitllls of 
the national economic policy. 

All this is inconsistent with true economy and 
with personal dignity. It is, in my opinion, the 
economic cause of the universal ills of tho prestmt 
day. 

A national economic system, in the sense of a 
series of State-l'ontrollod economic unit.'!,· obviously 
dues not leave the individual free to act according 
to his instincts or according to the dictntes of 
economic neCI'ssity. Under such a system, produ!lf'rs 
cannot introduce the improvements t>ssential for 
the maintenance of pennanent equilibrium between 
production as a wht~le and purcha.~ing:powor. 

The individual, relymg upon . State assist.anet:, 
offers only a minimum of res1stance - m1non1 
resistentire - and ignor!"s all the lessons that may 
be learned from purely economic facts. 

Thus disorder reigns in tho economic world, 
the balance between production and consumption 
is destroYed and inextricahle confusion ensues 
in regard to labour conditions and. miJ,'!"ation. 
Absurdly complicated Custoffill syat;ems aro 
established for ridiculously short periOd!!, . and 
a whole host of evils is brought upon somety. 

lienee in matters of economy, individualism • 
is in pe~fect hannony with collectivillm, and . ill 
in no way inconsistent with it ; it is the opposite 
contention which is· disproved. 

State-controlled economy makes a strul{gle 
between different countries inevitable_._ a hfe
and-death struggle to turn the balance in favour 
of one party at the expellJ!C of the rest. It 
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t hen>fore tends to promote a general policy of 
RJ!gn>~sion. It m..ans bellum omnium I.'Ofltra omnes. 
Such a state of affairs gives birth to a desire for 
general solidarity, a desire as ardent as it is 
unfortunately impossible of attainment. 

When a State claims for its subjects in another 
country ri~thta exceeding those of the nationals 
of that country ; when it makes representations 
to another State in the economic interests of 
individuals ; when it takes meaaures designed 
to influence the economic life of another country, 

'or to promote· the interests of ita own subjects 
at the expense of nationals of the other country 
-such a<'tll should be regarded, and denounced, 
as the acts of barbarians and not of a civilised 
country, except, of course, when a state of war 
bas !Jeen declan>d. · 

In peace-time the mission of a civilised State 
should be to suppress evil and promote distributive 
j118tice. We are entitled to expect from the public 
authoritil'S " good judges, the punishment of 
monopolistic activities, equal protection for all 
citizens, a stabilised currency, roads, and 
wat~•rways ". 

Old as it is, this postulate of the . Marquis 
d'Argcnson is still absolutely sound. We are 
in the throes of a world-war now- even though 
military hostilities have ceased- a war which 
is rapidly destroying every virtue and every 
principle of justice that is recognised as essential 
in any normal scheme of existence worthy of 
mankind. 

If latterly there has been a marked slackening 
in the observance of the principles of justice and 
morality, and a weakening of the influence exercised 
by the institutions derived therefrom, if confidence 
in j118tice is beginning to waver, it is because 
public opinion is influenced not only by the unj118t 
behaviour of the different States in their 
international relations but by the ·no less 
reprehensible attitude of the modern State towards 
its own nationals. · 

Undoubtedly the State, as an economic entity, 
ought in principle to be indifferent to the distribu
tion of the national wealth among its subjects. 
It may, of course, have a vital interest in favouring 
producers at the expense· of consumers, who, 
regarded in that capacity alone, must conatitute 
a heavy burden. . 

Further, it must be admitted that, in the long 
run the wealthy, by their accumulation of capital 
increase the nation's wealth to a greater extent 
than the poor by their labour. 

· All these considerationa. make the State to-day 
but little fitted to devise or carry out efficaciQUS 
social measures, which are so enormously facilitated 
by technica.I progress, and the necessity for which 
is now so urgent. 

The great war did not change things. The only 
difference between the economic system to-day 
and before the war is that its developments have 
been accelerated and intensified. That is why 
unemployment, migration, insecurity of living 
conditions and all other kinds of economic-social 
evils develop nowadays more rapidly and to a 
more noticeable degree than before ; and this 
process will tend to become more rapid still. 

The State no longer presides over our destinies ; 
bot as an economic influence it affects every phase 
of them, and its influence varies from day to day. 
Our living eonditiona depend upon the day-to-day 
measures taken by the State, or even by thP 
uncontrolled soper-State forces that have come 
into being un_der the existing regime - capitalism 
and communJBm. 

There· is no difference between these forces in 
their way ?f. handling economic matters through 
the aothont1ea, or as regards their disastrous 

effects on living conditiona, iiberty and security., 
Both represent an attempt to replace individual 
economic instinct, which is infallible and allows us 
perfect liberty, by the hWllan intellect, which is a 
prey to all kinds of error and to inordinate egoism; 
In either case the outcome is the worst form of 
despotism - economic despotism. 

The State, as an altruistic institution, cannot 
engage in trade, which is a purely egoistic _activity. 
Solidarity and world peace are materially impossible 
in a world where so many States are engaged in 
commerce. Tt is in my view essential to destroy 
this idea of "national" economy, and to replace 
so artificial a system by an individualistic system. 

Under the sys~m of private economy, men' 
suffered from the effects of other factors which 
doubtless were not entirely without material 
influence. ,, But in order to combat and destroy 
these factors, in order to save themselves, they 
never found it necessary, as we do to-day, to resort 
to economic measures. 

In the future, even under a system of individual
istic economy, subjects will certainly have to 
defend themselves, ma-d-vis their GovernmPnts, 
against various forlJIS of injustice and oppression. 
Rot there will be no further need to consider 
economic mPasures to deal with crises arising out 
of the natural egoism of Governments. We shall 
have finished once and for all with the employment 
of economic measures as a meana of salvation. 
This would benefit mankind as a whole, because 
any other measures for the improvement of social 
conditions are comparatively easy to devise and 
apply, whereas economic matters, being essentially 
con'tradictory in themselves and inter ae, can never 
become, as it were, articles of faith with the masses 
- a condition which is essential for success in social 
campaigns. 

The vicious circle of ills ensuing from economic 
measures is fortunately broken directly the right 
measures are taken. The only way to ensure 
uniformity is to give the individual economic 
instinct full scope. ' 

Professor Cassel realised the importance of 
individualistic economy when he declared that 
" the purchasing-power of human society can never 
be anything else than the total produce of society. " 
He adds that artificial obstacles would inevitably 

. prevent fnli use being made of the producing 
power of society. 

Hence, owing to the fact that they are sometimes 
of a. contradictory character, economic questiona 
should be settled by reference to some higher 
principle and without troubling about details. 
This higher principle, this remedy, if. I .may 
so describe it, can only be found by having recourse 
to a normal and natural~ authority - that is, 
to individual private economy - which is free 
from administrative or State influence. 

Thus we must restore to the economic system 
the harmony inherent in it, and allow human 
life to develop freely and in accordance with its 
natural propenaities. 

In this connection we must not lose sight of 
the disastrous results which would ensue from 
a sudden transition from one ,systein to another,· 
or the inequalities which would result if latent 
forces could be. developed unchecked ; measures 
of a sociaJ: eharacter would certainly become 
necessary. 

Society has gradually adapted itself to this 
artificial structure, originally based upon an 
erroneous conception and propped up for years 
by a series of illusions. Its precarious balance. 
has somehow been maintained. But if this 
crumbling edifice were suddenly demolished, what 
would happen, and what would then he the basis 
of our economic life t 
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· We must proceed slowly and svstematicallv 
• with this work of demolition. It should b6 
~ntrusted ~ some central organ consisting. of 
representatives of all the countries whose duty 
it would be to ~-establisl!. the reign of individualil:tic 
economy. After having given publicity to the 
principle, t~s orga'! would draw up a complete 
scheme designed ultimately to establish 8 system 
of economy free from external control - in otht>r 
words 8 system bast>d on lihl>rty. 

The process will obviously be a lengthy one ; 
but we must hope that the standard of living 
which at present varies so widely in the different 
countries, will .. then become practically uniform, 
and thus faCilitate a return to individualistic 
economy, • • 

. LMt.iy, it is mos.t important to bring out the 
difference between fiscal or social measures properly 
so called and measures ot an economic charac.ter. 
I am convinced, however, that, ·when we have 
~chieved this, the human mind, gradually regaining 
Its natural liberty, will acquire a freshness, a 
moral sense and a spirit of solidarity which cannot 
but lead to further progress. 

Mankind will then become more humane and 
we shall be able to c.onsider lbe qut>stion ot' war 
deb!s on its m~rits; .whereas now many States, 
havtng to· pay m their budgets for the follies of 
the past, are thus preventAJd from fulfilling their 
elementary duties. 

In conclusion, gentlemen, it is my firm 
conviction that modern society will find a means 
of demolishing its economic structure before that 
structure collapses of itself. Its collapse would 
he a dire disaster, for we ba.ve not yet found anv 
means of erecting another in its place. • 

22.- EDUCATION AND PUBLif.ITY: ADOPTION 
OF A RESOLUTION PROPOSED BY 
PROFESSOR CASSEl. (SWEDEN) AND 
SUBMITTED TO THE CONFERENCE BY 
THE CO-ORiliNATION COMllJTTEE. 

· The Presidenl : . I 

TranslatiQ'It : The next item on the agenda is 
t.be discussion of a resolution on educatioa and 
publicity proposed by Professor Cassel and sub
mitted to the plenary Conference by the Co
ordination Committee. · 

Professor Cassel (Sweden} will address the 
Conference. · 

Professor Cassel (Sweden) : 

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen - This. 
Conference has made a series of excellent recom
mendations., If all nations adopt them whole

' beartedly, and without paying too much 
attention to the limitations and exceptions which 
the Conference bas been obliged to insert, immense 

· progress is within reach. For this purpose, the 
co-operation of all leaders of public opinion and, 
first of all, the c.o-operation of the Press is 
reqnired. Leaders must always remember that 
they are leaders and that they have to be a little 
in advaBce of current opinion. We cannot hope 
to persuade nations to act against their true 
interests. At the utmost we can hope that they 
may make mutual sacrifices for the common good. 
But there is plenty of room for improving people's 
ideas of their own true interests and, by eliminating 
pernicious economic fallacies, opening their eyes 
to the great and substantial advantages of an 
international division of labour and international 
economic co-operation. 

Material of immense value has been collected 
for this Conference and has been a most important. 

basis for its work. But the Conf!'rence hns not had 
time to digest it completely and htUt been unable 
to dra:w all the necessary conclusions from it. 'l'his 
matenal ought not to be laid aside on dusty ' 
shelves and forgotten. It must be used to make 
a more exhaustive and more profound analvsia of 
th~ present economic situatioa of the world·. For 
thts work we look. in the first instance to the 
magnificent economic staff of the Secretariat of 
the ~e of Nation~. But the oo-operat.ion of 
theorettc.al . and practical economists throughout 
the world 1s necessary to clear up the quest.ion 4 
Further, all educational fol'008 (here again, parti
cularly the Press) have to give their best servioos 
in spreading this new knowledge to wider and 
wider oircles • 

I therefore venture to lny before the C~onft•rence 
the following resolution : 

"The Conference recognises that the reception 
and successful application of the prinoiplt•s 
stated in the resolutions of the Conference dt'IJlond 
not only upon the good-will of Governments and 
Administrations but upon an informed o.nd 
supporting public opinion throughout the world, 
and for this purpose would welcome, in till' 
economic as in other fields, the development 
of closer international co-operation by scientific 
and educational institutions, as wrll as the help 
of the PreRs and other agencies of importune~•, 
for the information and enlightenmrnt of tho 
public." 

The President : 

Translation : As no one h1.a 0<1kod to apmLk, I will 
pnt the resolution to tbt' votll. 

Tile re1olution toM adopted. 

The President : 

Translation: 111. Varga (U.S.S.R.) will lllhlr{>Ms 
the Conference. 

M. Varga (U.S.S.R.) : 

Tra118lation: While unahlo to approve tho stntll
mont of reasons contained in thia n.oKolut.ion, 1\8 this 
statement givoa an incorrect view of tho couflictJng 
interests of the various social cla8Kcs and the 
differences in economic policy rt•sultiug therofrom1 
the Soviet Union supporta the J>roposiLIB contaiuou 
in the second part of Professvr Ca!!sol'a rosolution, 

2;{,-GENERAL STATEMENT BY II. DAXA'iLOJo"F 
(Bulgaria). 

The PresidPnt : 

TrM~~~lation : M. Danailoff (Bulgaria) will addJ'OKK 

the Conference. 

II. Danolloff (Bulgaria) : 
Tra118lation : Mr. President, ladillB and gentlemen 

- I have asked to speak in order to fulfil a duty : 
I desire to thank the President and all the members 
of the International Economic Confonmoo for their 
kind expressions of sympathy with our delegation 
in its grief at the Joss of our collea~orue, M. Cyrille 
Popoff; whose great abilities were of ine&tinmhie 
value in the study of statiHtics both to our own 
country and to the whole world. Indeed, but fr•r his 
innate modesty he would have been far bettllr 
known. I need only remind you that it was he who 
organised the last census in BuiJ..''aria on Doccmhl>r 
31st, 1926. This census was carried out on the 
American system and thus included a wealth of 
economic data, a point to which he attached 
particular importance. lie was eminently 
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sueoo&<ful in this ~(rent task. Not only did be collect 
t.he fullost data,- but he su~ceeded i_n the short 
spare of thirty or forty days m producmg a v:o~ume 

• in Bull!l'rian and French showing the provisional 
oonsns fignrt's. . 

M Popoff's death Wa8 a st>vere blow to our 
'detoi:ntion and ('.aused a great setback in its work. 
We Wl're unablo, at the general discussions of the 
Conflln>nce, to present the ~pecial state~ent whieh 
we had intended to make anrl which would 
undoubtedly have influenced the work of the 

.COnf<'renoo. . · 
In view of these circumstances, tbe President of 

the Conference kindly offered to allow me to make 
m:v statement on Saturday afternoon. I sa.w, 
however, that if I made it tht>n I might be 
interrupting the discussions on thE! reports of the 
diftPrt'nt. Committees, and accordmgly requested 
the President to let me speak to-day. I trust that 
the (',onference will see no objection to this course. 

Mr. Prt>sident, ladies and gentlemen_. Our main 
purpose in coming to this Conference Wa8 to hear 
what nations older and more advanced than 
o~elvcs might have to say and to learn from ~.he 
experience of the world as a whole lessons whiCh 
would help us to solve the problems with which we 
have been faced since the war, owing to the 
extremely difficult conditions obtaining in our own 
littlll country. · 

Bulgaria is a small State, with a very special 
economic structure. Our production is mainly 
a!!l'irultural ; our landed properties are small and 
u'iriform in character. The technical equipment in 
common use is somewhat primitive. We have 
therefore much to learn from the more advanced 
peoples who are represented here by so many 
different organisations, and "ho, though they 
complain of the severity of the present crisis, have 
nevertheless succeeded in making excellent use 
of their labour supply and of their Rcientific and 
technical achievements. But. although ours is a 
small and economically almost undeveloped 
country, we are a European State and have played 
our part. in European history and in . European 
economy. The commodities we buy and sell are not 
without their importance in the economic scheme 
of Europe, and our experience - limited though 
it may be - of the complex mechanism ot the 
European market may perhaps be worth considering 
and our particular point of view may be wort.h 
hearing in this effort to deal with the problems now 
before the Conference. 

We also have our share in the trade of Europe, 
and in order to satisfy the conditions and meet the 
requirements of the European market we have 
adapted and specialised our agricultural products, 
which include attar of roses, vegetable and fruit 
seeds, corn, maize, flour and tens of millions of 
kilogrammes of tobacco. 

To-rlay, however, WI) find that the situation 
in the European market ha8 unexpectedly brought 
us very near to disMter. Three years ago, that 
market absorbed every scrap of our peasant
grown tobacco, but to-rlay stocks amounting to 
more than 20 million kilogrammes of well-cured 
leaf are thrown on our hands. Two years ago, our 
flour, the high quality of which is well known, 
was sought after in all the neighbouring markets 
of the £gean Sea. We only managed to keep the 
minimum necessary to support our population 
by imposing high and indeed almost prohibitive 
Customs duties. To-day, even the flour we have 
exported, and on which we have paid freight.age, 
hae had to be sent baek to us on account of Customs 
difficulties, and the exporters have been ruined. 

These unhealthy economic symptoms are the 
outcome of the .particular conditions obtaining in 
our own country ; but they undoutedly exist in 

other countries DB well, and it is for the eminent 
experts whose views we are anxious to hear at this • 
Conference to explain their causes and suggest 
remedies for them. I .have heard and read with 
great satisfaction the sug~estions 11ut forward by 
the distinguished representatives of the different 
economic schools and circles. I have analysed their 
proposals for myself. I have tried to see how they 
could be applied to tho economic conditions in 
Bulgaria ; and I have come to the conclusion that 
much still remains to be said and done if the common 
aims of this Conference are · to be attained . 
Accordingly, my personal views and ideM will not 
perhaps be without their value, more especially 
as I shall 'renture to draw your attention to <'ertain 
aspects of the q1tllafions before us upon which none 
of the previous speakers have touched. My country 
being small and primarily agrieultural in character, 
my observations are necessarily. limited in scope. 
I may add that, though I am an advocate of civil 
democracy, I. am essentially a theorist and not a 
capitalist. 

There are three questions to which I should 
like to draw the attention of the .Conference. 
The first of these is : 

The application ° of the economic institution.~~ ' 
and methoda of one country to other countries. 

We have come here to organise and unify, 
and to recommend and promote the advancement 
of such institutions as show evidence of permanence 
and conduce to economic progress. Capitalism, 
first and foremost, with its special economic 
code, provides the opportunity and in some cases 
creates the necessity. Nevertheless, I think that 
we should be careful, particularly in our resolutions, 
to fix a definite limit for adaptation. I have 
known · many cases of adaptation in my own 
country, but I only propose to give you two or 
three. Bulgaria was OI!e of the first countries 
to. adopt the . eight-hour day after the Treaties 
of Peace. As a Professor of political economy 
I strove for years to bring about the introduction · 
of the eight-hour day ; but now that it has been 
put into practice I find it hM given rise to 
innumerable difficulties. It presupposPs- without 
going into further details - a relatively high 
technical standard of labour and a very ,great 
output capacity ; yet this is not the case generally 
and it is not the case in Bulgaria. . 

Here is a further example ; Bulgaria has adopted 
the Intemational Labour Office draft Convention 
and has pMsed a law dealing with unemployment. 
The problem is not so grave as in Western Europe. 
but we have one special kind of unemployment 
which is much more serious. Many intellectual 
workers of both sexes in the towns and villages 
who have no definite profession are out of work, 
or are only occupied at · home and have no ~ 
opportunity of contributing to the economic 
activities of the nation 118 a whole. 

Europe and European civilisation can learn 
much from our country as regards attempts to 

. adapt foreign ways and methods. We are all 
talking of the prosperity of the United States, 
and it seems to be thought that, if we borrow 
the economic institutions which • have been 
establishPd in that country, the results will be 
equally successful in our own. But that does · 
not always follow. 

Europe has her own peculiar conditions ; her 
e¥olution ha~ been attended by diffic-1lties 
connected with nationality, race, State frontiers 
and prejudices of all kinds. These difficulties 
still exist to-day, and indeed are so acute that 
in some places children are forbidden to study 
in their ·mother-tongue or to worship freely 
in their own churches. The United States, on the 
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other hand, ha_ve dev~I~ped ~n liberal principles 
b ~~ards social, rehg10us, linguistic and other 
cc7ndi_tiOns. T~ey have no national, racial or other 
frontiers ; ~e~ development has been nnattended 
by the preJUdiOOIJ that e~st in Europe. Moreover 
natnral conditions in the north and south and U: 
the east and west of their vast territory supplement 
each other, so that the whole forms a self-contained 
~ational economic nnit. This is not the case 
m an! European country, except perhaps in Russia. 
As S1r Max Muspratt explained so clearly Europe 
has a~ways been. ~andicapped by the ~conomic 
necessity of obtaining raw materials on the one 
hand, and qisposing C?f h~ industrlal products, 
on the ·other. Thus uon 18 cheap in Germany 
but the price is going up in Bll~ia, while, as 
~g_ards com, flour and tobacco, the position 
18 Just the reverse. 

I. think therefore that, having come here to 
deVIse some scheme for the economio recoverv 
stability an~ progress of ~very country, we shouid 
beware of hghtly suggeatmg the adoption by one 
~nntry of institutions and customs obtaining 
m another. We should study questions from the 
~roadest point of view and in every possible 
light. In other words, we lllilst determine the 
economic laws governing the evolution o"f our 
chief institutions and leading to material progress • 
or, to speak more precisely, we must determin~ 
the laws on which the modem capitalist system 
is based. · · . 

This l:>rings ns to the second qut>stion : 

What are the economic Zawa, the economic 
characteristics r>f capitalism J 

In my view, they consist in: 

(a) Lack of proportion in the organisation 
• of production ; and 

(b) J.ack ·of ordt>r and want· of organisation 
in the exploitation of . capitalist industries. 

I will t>ndeavour as briefly Ill! possible to make 
· thea~ two points clear. . 

I might mention that the best definition of 
modem capitalism ever given is that of the pre
Revolution Rnssi11n economist, Tongan Bara
novsky. Nowadays every individual capitalist 
concern is organised down to the smallest detail 
- is organised to l'erfection, in fac,t. 

The position as regards human output and 
mechanical output, invested capital and floating 
capital, is ('hecked by a perfect system of 
accountancy. Every individual enterprise offers to
day an example ot human organisation which, in 
itself and as 3 separate unit, works with JX'rfect 
smoothness and stability. But all these pt>rfectly 
organised undertakings meet in the market- the 
basic institution of capitalism - and here troubles 
of a very special kind begin. None, or very few, 
of these perfectly organised undertakings can 
withstand the unexpected shocks on every side. 
These are always severe and sometimes fatal, for 
the peculiar chat"acteristic of the capitalist market 
is its uncertainty. At one time it may be ready to 
absorb large quant.ities of goods and thus tempt 
the unwary producer t{) expand his business. At 
another time, its demands will bf' negligible as 
compared with the supply, and the effect upon these 
highly organised concerns will be precisely the 
opposite. In either case, the effect upon the 
capitalist concern is disastrous. , 

Many ways have been suggested of remedying 
this disparity between produr.tion and market 
needs, and many of them have been and are being 
tried, though with no great measure of. success. 
There is at. present only one rational means, 
however, and that is the organisation of the big 

• 

uuderta~Dgll- ind~d, of nil uudt•rtnkings. In this 
conn<'chon, . A nt<'ri<;'R !urnishPs a very nst'ful 
exanJ)lle tC? mdustrml Europe. Thoro might ))I' a 
eon~ntration of all undl'rtakinl!l!, either on a 
horiZontal or on. a vertioal. syst4.'m, even to the 
ext4.'n• of tht> .ft~Ion of all businesslls into a single 
<'OnCt>rn. This IS the only Dlt•nns o. eratlicnting 
the Wnl"llt eVil of capitalism- disproportionate 
production and the uuoortaiuty of the market. 

Tho task of the new cnpitalist Europe must Jw to 
enable production to reg-ularise and control the 
market, so that the latt4.'r mny hold no more 
terrors for those who create t>oonmnio W!'lllth and ~ 
II!RY no lonl!t'r have power irrationnlly and 
aJ~ll!'8sly to dPstroy tbom. Consi'QUI'nt.ly, it is thl' 
prm1nry dn!y of IW~>ry country, and more especially 
the count.rn'B of Europe, to orgnni~e eapitnli•t 

. conCt>rns on broad JZ!'nt•rnl lines with reft•n•noo to 
market rt>QUirt>mr.nts. \Ve sbould nut allow our 
attention to be divl'rted eitlwr by rnti<mRlisntion, 
which e~ists ev~rywhllre in Em·opt>nn industry, 
an~ parheuln.rly m Gt•rnmny, or by shmdardisntion 
whwh has bel'n a feature of European tt•r.lmkul 
organisation sine,e the bf'!dnning of the nin(ltet•nt.h 
century, when Eng-land introduot•d m1111s produr.t.iun 
by mal'hinery. Tho Eurnpt>an tw.onornio sysh•ni 
can save itself only by Or!(anisnt.ion, by grm1tA.•r, 
closer and more gcm•ral organisation. 

To continue : the second ]lrt~~lominunt 
characteristic of modern c.apitalism iK lnr.k of nrdllr 
and want of organisation in tho difft•n•nt bmnrlwa 
of pr~duction and transport. In !'Very fiohl, tho 
Crt>ation of new enterprisus is free from r~>strietion 
of any kind ; it is conditioned wholly by indivitltml 
tas_te, by pPrsonal considerations. 'l'lu1t is wlmt 
keeps the capit.alist order in a state of ftHir and 
uncertainty. The creation of now entt•rpriKlls is 
becoming a social-economic dis!IIU!Il which alnwst 
invariably ends in disaster to the whole sclwme of 
nation11l economy. It is a spHoinl kind of wnl!tlll.\"ll 
of private eapit.ul, and is fnt11l to the nutimml 
economy as n whole, because it Ioatls to disordt•r 
and disorganisation everywhere. 

To illustrate my view of this phenomenon, I will 
give two examples from my own country. Tho 
corn-milling industry in Bulgari" has hnd a very 
remarkablt> history. In 1904, thor11 were about 
12,000 small water-mills in a territory having an 
area of 96,000 square kilometers and a population 
of 3,310,000. A few machine-drivon JniiiH' Wt•ro 
installed at Sofia., Varna and Burgaa. In 1904, tho 
Varna Chamber of Commerce organiHed the first 
Congress of Corn-Millers, which docillod upon tho 
modernisation of the industry. The movoml'nt 
proved successful. Big mills were orectod, capnhlo 
of producing from ten to twenty-five wagon-londa 
of flour in twenty-four hours. It bocume a veritablo 
craze, more especially after tho war, and machine
driven mills began to spring up even in the villages. 
Many millions of the national savings wore Bunk 
in this industry, and J!OW all these mills have been 
closed and are standing idle . because their JZilllorlll 
output capacity is so much greater than the corn-
growing capacity of the country. . 

Similarly, a numbf'r of foriJign firma started 
business in Bulgaria in the tobacco trade after 
tho war. Competition was keen; overhead expen111•R 
were t>normous ; the directors of some of these 
firms, once minor officials, received salaries hilo(hor 
than those in the King's civil list. Every competing 
firm aan k large capital sums in the construction 
of enormous and palatial warehouBes. In their ' 
struggle for supremacy, these firma inere~~~~ed 

· the price of tobacco and aroused among tobacco
growers an unreasoning desire to extend the area 
under cultivation, regardless of the requirements 
of the European market. The result to-day is 
a disastrous artificial depression ; millions of 
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kilogrammes of tobacco have boon thrown on 
the producers' hands. This is an example of the 
Jack of order and want of organisation in industrial 
nploitation, due to the peculiar characteristics 
of modern capitalism. 

The evil is an avoidable one, but the only remedy 
for it is organisation. This can be effected by State 
intervention, which, however, is quite unnecessary 
if the capitalist undertakings will organise 
themselves. If the Bulgarian mills are organised, 
we may be spared further waste of Bulgarian 
capital. The organisation of the tobacco conoerns 

< might save ten million leva of capital, cut 
down general expenses and- most important 
of all- enable Bulgarian tobacco to compete 
in the European market. In this connection, 
I auggest that it should be possible to organise 
the sale of all tobacco grown in the Near East 
- Turkish, Greek, Bulgarian, Macedouian and 
the rest, and that, general expenses being thus 
redueed, it could be plaoed on the European market 
at a lower prioe. 

The disorder and disorganisation of to·day 
must therefore be replaced by organised production. 
We shall thus avert the waste of national capital, 

· the collapse of business concerns and the ruin 
of private individuals. We shall prevent, in fact, 
all that discourages or hinders national production. 
This can only be done by the universal organisation 
of capitalist undertakings. It matters little what 
name we use. We may term these enterprises 
trusts or cartels ; we may find some new name 
for them ; we may " Enropeanise " them - that 
is immaterial. 

I am Wt'll aware that many here and many in 
the cirr.les represented here and in society in 
general will not entirely agree with me, and will 
perhaps quote the negative consequence of my 
proposal in confutation of my argument. But 
is it not true that the United States owe their 
economic success to the way in which they organise 
their capitalist concerns, without this in any 
way injuring the interests of consumers ! We may 
therefore leave academic minds to argue the pros 
and cons of the matter. Meantime, life makes 
certain claims upon us. Life brings us face to face 
with stern neoessity, and, if we fail to realise 
and observe economic laws, those laws themselves 
will compel us to obedienoe by the further sacrifice 
and suffering that they will bring upon mankind. 

I hasten to add that the organisation of 
the modern capitalist system is not the only 
desideratum. There is another great current 
problem to which I should like to refer for a moment. 
This is my third point, and I would venture now 
to draw your attention to it. 

I refer to the output capa.city of labour itself, 
one of the most important questions calling for 
examination by a World Economic Conference 
such as this. The economic standard of a country 
should be gauged by the output capacity of its 
labour and not by th& quantity of gold or land 
or forests which it possessea ; for it is labour that 
converts these assets into tangible benefits 
conducive to the general weii·being of society. 

'\\'ben I hear members of this Conference 
advocating the intereats of the consumer and cheap 
production, I cannot help thinking how far we 
~re from the real. truth of the matter. The problem 
18 not _how to g1ve the. worke~ a commodity at a 
low ~r1oe bu~ how, by mcreasmg output capacity, 
to ral86 th"' mcome of the manual or intellectual 
worker and thPreby increase his share in the 
total national income, or in other words to ensure 
that. he shall participate in the steadily increasing 
profibl o~ cap1tal: T~ following are the stages in 
the aolut1':'n of thlS soCial and economie problem:
We must IDcrease the individual output in industry; 

· the income of the community will then be increased; 
the worker will have a bigger share in the incomt! , 
of the community; purchasing-power will be 
increased ; cultural needs will increase in Pvery 
class of society and wiU be sal!isfied. 

This third aim, however, can only be realised 
by a general and comprehensive scheme for the 
organisa.tion of capitalist activities which would 
brmg about international economic. unity and do 
away with inequalities between the different 
nations. . 

Thus there is another aspect of the problem, 
and one which this Conferenoe must bear in mind. 
There is a vast disparity between the economic 
level of civilisation in the different countries ; 
in other wordSf the economically weaker natioug 
are exploited by nations ·that have made greater 
strides in culture and technical. progress. This 
exploitation is a very important factor. 

The matter is so clear as to be self-evident. 
No one will deny that there are immense differences 
in output capacity as between different countries. 
The fact that a British or German worker can 
turn out in one hour what it would take a Bulgarian 
worker ten, fifteen or twenty hours to do -owing 
to the differenoe Jn methods - is clear evidence 
of an' inequality, a disparity, which we cannot 
ignore, and which, in the Bulgarian delegation's 
opinion, calls for careful enquiry. In circumstances 
such as these there can be no such thing as economic 
equality or that solidarity between nations which 
is so highly deairable. Our decisions should there· 
fore be directed towards the follo'l'lling end : . 

We must enable theae weaker nations to intensify 
their workers' output,. so that Bulgarian corn and 
Bulgarian tobacco, for instance, can be sold on the 
German market at the prices obtained for corn . 
and tobacco of German origin. 

Here, too, the principle to be aimed at is the 
general organisation of the separate units, as in the 
modern capitalist economic system. . 

I now come to my general conclusions. 
The nations of Europe and mankind in general 

are passing through a great economic crisis, which 
was caused undoubtedly by the world war. Expert 
opinion was once unanimous in the belief that 
the crisis would soon pass and that pre-war 
prosperity would return. But that has not come to 
pass and will not happen now. It is for us to set in 
motion machinery which will transform the present 
world economic system and bring about a general 
revival of prosperity. 

Europe experienced a similar period of suffering 
and disorganisation after the great Napoleonic 
wars. Then, however, a revival came relatively 
soon, thanks to British inventive genius, which 
devised new methods of mass production by 
machinery and applied steam power to land and 
sea transport, thereby increasing the output of · 
labour. 

To·day we cannot discern any difference · in 
post-war methods which would effect the necessary 
change and bring about quick and radical economic 
reforms. • 

I agree that we are now witnessing certain changes 
in methods of production and transport whi<'h will 
unrloubtl'dly make a difference, and there have 
been · other readjustments and changes in the 
general economic structure of the world. But these 
isolated factors are much too unimportant to bring 
about any radical improvement in present condi
tions. In my opinion, there are only two factors 
that can really be brought to bear on the situation. 

In the first place, it is essential to put an end 
to those conflicts between capital and labour which, 
since the war, have been sufficiently frequent to 
prove that capitalism and its institutions must 
remain the basis of world economy, because 
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aapitall.sm possesses the innate power to transform 
itoelf and adapt iteelf to changing conditions. 
It is to this reconciliation between capital and 
labour- of whbh we seld evidPnce in t.he pl'f'sent 
Conference, where trade-nnion leaders and 
representatives of capitalist organisations are sitting 
round the same table- to this reconciliation, I say, 
- which is most clearly marked in the International 
Labour Organisation - that we must look for the 
new creative force, the new post-war civilisation 
of Europe. 

The. Napoleonic wars were followed in almost 
every European <'ountry by revolutions based on 
class differenoos. To-day we are experiencing t.he 
moral afteT-effects of the grea~ ll'ar. They are 
relatively less violent, and we are remedying the 
defects we find in social-economic institutions by 
evolutionary methods, by the mutual . conoossion 
of rights and privileges. I feel sure that Marx 
himself, when he launehed his campaign for the 
eight-hour day, never expected his dream to be 
realised so soon or by other than revolutionary 
methods. If sueh methods r-an be avoided, 
capitalism will gain strength and make further 
progress. " · 

The second factor is the orgarusation of capitalist 
enterprises, of national and international 
institutions and, through the instntmentality of 
the latter, the transformation of national economic 
systems into an international system, and of 
individual national interests into general 
international interests. In September 1925, in 
this hall, I heard the representatives of the two 
great European democracies, France and England, 
propose a Protocol for security and peace. The 
Bulgarian representatives were actually among 
the first to sign that Protocol, for it Wl\8 only 
wben we had experienced the bavoe wrought by 
war that we learned the tme meaning of peace and 
the peaceful development of nations., Yet, I was 
still pessimistic because as an economist I reali~ed 
that, even if political peace were an established 
fact and the nations were really disarmed, there 
could still be no peace for the world while economic 
rivalry remained. I thought then, as I think now, 
that the road to peace lies through economic 
rapproohement and the fusion of economic 
interests. That is why the action that the League 
is taking now should be given every support. 

An international economic rapprochement, a 
general united effort to restore the output capacity 
of labour, the producing power of the individual 
in every land, a sound and comprehensive scheme 
for the organisation of capitalist enterprises, cutting 
across State frontiers and linking the nations one 
to another as parts of a single whole - mankind : 
these are the means whereby we shall prevent war ; 
for the only human power that can prevent war 
and bring us within mell8urable distance of peace 
is the close, intimate and indissoluble solidarity of 
capital interests. 

The prime need of every nation is for lasting 
peace. This is particularly tme of the smaller 
nations, and not least of Bulgaria. 

24. - REVIEW OF THE WORK OF THE 
. CONFERENCE .. 

The President : 
Translatimt : M. Shidachi (Japan) will address 

the Conference. 

II. Shitla1•hi (Japan) : 
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen - I wish 

to say a word of congratulation upon the fact 
that the arduous work of this Conference has 

.. received such abundant recompense in the form of 
the remarkable resolutions and recommendations 

"' 

which are before us, and a few more valuable 
ones yet to be anticipated. They are all the more 
remarkable when we consider that t.hey reJlresent 
divergent opinions and interests prevailing in 
different countries. They not only point out the 
common goal of hmna1nity and pave the way to .a 
new epoch in the world's economic relntions but 
they eloquently and concretely dPmonstrate the 
eo-operative and eonstructive SJlirit that has been 
manifl'st throughout tht'se discussions and UJlon 
which spirit the peace of the future must bt' founded. 

Many of the problems we have disrussPd are 
primarily European, but the findings on them have 
happily incorporated our desires and sUg!(('lstions, 
a fnct which only emphnsist>s the aolidnrity of the 
world. Thl'se jnclude, for inst.ance, the reduction 
of protective dut.it>s, a broader inttlrpretnt.ion of 
the most-favoured-nation clnuse, rationnlut.ilisnt.ion 
of natural resouroel!, international at.andnrdi•ation 
of mattlriuls and commodit.ies, education of small 
agriculturists and, not the least, the recognition of 
the importance of the world eo-operation of 
producers and eonsmn~>rs. Commcnda1hle us tlmse 
conclusions are, the study of the problema is by no 
ml'ans concluded. 
. While reMguising the importatnce of these 

resolutions and reconnnendntions, we Cllmlllt bring 
ourselvl's to beli11ve that the world h~ts attained 
the fullest measure of satillf~tction unt.il and unll•ss 
we shall have solved the problem of its population 
so inequitably dilltributed both int.ra-nationully and 
internationally. The solution of this rrohlt>~n is 
one of the fundaml'ntal and finn! conditJOna of the 
world 'a peace and prospt'rity :-

There is yet another problem still untouched 
which may be characterised in thnt all-iuclullive 
word " freedom " : freedom of movement of 
capital, freedom not only of the movement of 
merchandise but also of persona ; freedom not only 
of overland trade but also of all iuter-ocounic 
traffic. Nor bave we dealt adequately with the 
question of the stabilisation of currency. llowever 
difficult the task may be, it still awaits our careful 
thought. , We see no reason why this cannot be 
accomplished if we approach t.he problem in 
the same spirit of eo-operation and conciliation, of 
live and let live. 

The most vital question of immediate bnportnnce, 
however, is, of course, what is to be done with these 
resolutions and recommendations. In this 
connection it is well, I believe, to keep in mind two 
factors, that of utilising the existing organisations 
and, that of affording full opportunities to non
Members of the League for unrestricted purticipa
tion. It is my ardent hope that these resolutions 
and recommendations will soon be put Into sJICCdY 
execution and that they will find concrete 
expression in our daily economic activities and 
tralll'actions. · 

In this connection, I desire to state that we, the 
Japanese members, are agreed that we should do 
all in our power to popularise in our country the 
principles involved in the resolutions. Thus can 
we work in unison with our distinguilthed colleagues 
from different countries in this all-Important 
campaign of education to create public opinion 
and thereby perpetuate the spirit of international 
eo-operation, co-ordination and conciliation. 

Finally, I wish to remember gratefully the part 
played by the economic organa of the League 
of Nations and other collaboratol'll, without whollll ' 
patient and wise assistance the aur,cess of the 
Conference would have been wellnigh impo118ible. 
Last, but not least, I would refer to our indebtedness 
to our esteemed President and other oUicel'll of 
this Conference, who have so successfully guided 
what is deatined to he one of the {..'l"eat"Rt 
Conferences in the history of mankind. 
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ThP PrPsid•nt : 

Translation : 1\[r. O'Loary (United St.'ltes of 
America) will address thP. Conference. 

Mr. O'Lf'ary (United States ()f America) : 

' The dele!!lltion or' the United States of America 
)1as boon giad to support the resolutions of the 
Conference on the rationalisation of industry. In 
the United Stntes of America rationalisation 
has bcell a very important factor in both industria.) 

' prngress and general prosperity. 
As a result. C'f our experiences, we feel it desirable 

to submit a suggestion, not brought out in the 
resolutions, and referring to the desirability 
of enterprist's for developm~~t of, new resources 
which are inadequatelv ut1hsed •. Much of the 
discussion before the t'.Onference has emphaaised 
the difficulty of finding markets for the products 
of European industry and the disparity betwl'en 

· productive capacity and consumption. . The 
difficulty and disparity appear to exist especially 
in the mining industry and the heavy mannfacturing 
industries. The production and consumption 
of commodities intended for immediate use baa 
in general . reached, if not exceeded, pre-war 
proportions. The same is not true of the production 
and demand for capital goods. · . 

This phrase " capitaJ goods " refers to these 
products. largely derived from the mining and 
heavy manufacturing industries, which enter into 
the creation of permanent productive plant and 
equipment. If the production and use ()f capital 
goods could be materially augmented, much 
additional employment would result, and this 
would also increase the purchasing-power of 
the community for immediately consumable goods. 

Before the war, a large part of the demand 
for capital goods lay in the development, not only 
in the principal industrial countl'ies themselves 
but throughout the world, of new natural resources 
or resources only partly utilised, in the .creation 
of new enterprises of transportation, · public 
improvement, mining, forestry, agriculture and 
manufacturing. The development of such enter
prises immediately before the war }Vas proceeding 
at a pace which was almost if not quite 
unprecedented. The war almost entirely put a. 
stop to new enterprises of this character and they 
have been resumed since on only a very greatly 
reduced scale. . 

The United States delegation believes that 
the time baa come for the resumption to a larger 
extent of this work of opening up the world's · 
resources. Such resumption would bring with 
it an increase in the demand for capital goods 
which would aid greatly in restoring the general 
activity of industry. 

We are aware that there are difficulties in 
finding the l'apital necessary for such development. 
Public interest, however, which would bl' stimulated 
by creative enterprises of this character, enterprisl's 
which make a somewhat dramatic appeal to the 
mind, would tend to increase saving on the part 
of the people and thus provide more capital than 
would otherwise be available. Reckless and ill· 
considered enterprises must, of course, be avoided. 
For sound projects it is believed that co-operation 
is possible among the industrialists, bankers 
and investors of the several countries in such 

• a way as to make available for enterprises of this 
sort in aU parts of the world the relatively abundant 
capital of those countries which are most fortunate 
in this respect. 

It would not be proper at this time to attempt 
to suggest more speciiic measures, but our 
delegation believes that this entire subject deserves 
careful contiideration on the part of the Govern-

ments and business men and the general publie · 
of the various countries. Sound projects for th.e . 
development of new or inadequately utilised 
resources have the doulrie advantage of creating 
immediate demand for capital goods and of bringing 
about, when the enterprises are completed, new 
productive capacity and, consequently, new buying 
power for immediately consumable goods as well 
as for capital goods. 

There exists in the world much wealth. Through 
development, this wealth will be available. The 
constructive forces of this Conferenoe may well 
lend their effort to the prompt consideration 
of the developments suggested. 

·~ The President : ., . 

Translalitm : 1\I. Tournakis (Greece) will address · 
the Conference. ·. · · 

M. Toumakis (Greece) : 
" . I 

Translation : Having reached the conclusion. 
of our joint work, we cannot but note the interest 
that bas been excited among the general public 
by the Economic Bonference. It has given rise to all 
kinds of hopes, to criticism and to fears as varied 
as they are numerous. Everyone is wondering 
whether it will be possible to arrive at really 
practical results or whether we shall have to confine 
ourselves, after a purely theoretical examination, 
to uttering Platonic hopes in the form of 
resolutions. 

M. Jouhaux's scheme has. attracted particular 
attention, and upon it, too, are concentrated the 
chief criticisms. The French delegate's plan means 
that lengthy study will be required in order to 
arrive at acceptable solutions in a. matter · as 
complex as the one under consideration. If mankind 
is to obtain any real improvement and find a 
remedy for its ills, a. lengthy task lies before us. 
Serious investigation and persistent effort are 
essential .. 

I now propose, however, to consider whether it 
may not b& possible even at this stage to advance 
a. little way along the path of progress. We hesitate 
to raise certain questions and to propose premature 
solutions for de facto situations, for fear of injuring 
national interests. But if we set about finding the 
principal causes of the present unrest, with a. view 
to their gradual and total elimination, we should no 
longer meet with the same obstacles. We should, 
on the contrary, be acting in the highest 
international interests. 

Unfortunately, the Preparatory Committee 
excluded from the agenda all questions not of a 
purely economic character. In so doing, it failed 
to realise . the interdependence of the different 
social factors. Economic questions form, together ' 
with cognate social questions, a complex· whole, 
which does not admit or arbitrary division into 
separate parts to be dealt with independPntly. 
We must not forget, for example, that demographic 
conditions play an important part in economic 
life. The effects of over-population, which in cert.ain 
States used to be obviated by means of emigration, 
are now becoming apparent. The closing of certain 
countries to immigrants and the restrictions recently 
introduced as regards the movement of populations, 
more particularly under the Jl[igration Restrictive 
Act in the United States, have crea.ted new 
conditions to the detriment of countries . which 
formerly succeeded in maint>1.ining their national 
economic level only by exporting labour. In order 
to make up for this, these countries were obliged 
to erect Customs barriers so as to enable the 
national industry to absorb the surplus working 
population, to keep down unemployment and, 
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'fly ·means of artificial · oonditions, to defend 
tlfemselves against foreign competition. 

As a result, sickly industries arose, abnormal in 
origin and in developmJnt, and unable to give 
their workers proper wages. The crisis was further 
accentuated in conntries that were suffering at the 
same time from currency inflation. We find the' 
most marked protectionism in the Slav and 
Southern European conntries, w'llch, 1111 you know, 
were worst hit by the American Ar.t restricting 
immigration. The connection between theSE' t-wo 
phenomena is clear. 

But if the United States have closed their doors 
to the Mediterranean and Slav lahour contingents 
and thus succeeded in erectin&O lligh b11rriers to 

-protect ~heir workers against the lowering of wageA 
by foreign worker.., many untoucht>d ,fields still 
provide openings for human activities, in Australia, 
in North and South America, in Asia and in Afl-ica, 
conntries that rt>quire fort>ign labour to nploit 
and develop their natural riches. 

In tbese immigration conntries, however, which 
are as · yet little known to the working m1111ses, 
colonisation conditions are unfavourable. The 
Government authorities therce cannot aupply 
definite information concerning the economic and 
social conditions applicable to immigrants. 

Further, many Governments, instead of 
encouraging and directing emigration, are afraid 
to let their workers go and are endeavouring to 
industrialise the conntry, in order to maintain 
or even increase the population, this being in their 
view· the only means of increasing their power. 
They are thus tending more and more towards 
impt>rialism. 

The only way to remedy these drawbacks is to 
organise the labour supply and demand on the 
international market, and to create a vast 
information system, showing the posaibilities of 
work in the different regions, in order to facilitate 
migration in both national and international 
interests. 

It might thus be possible to reintroduce healthier 
conditions of production, for we should thus 
elimin1te what is, to my mind, the most serious 
obstacle to freedom of movement in the matter of 
labour, namely, ignorance as to the possibilities as 
rl'gards work and adaptation. 

Accurate up-to-date information would make 
it possible to e~tablish the pre-war current of 

· migration, . while safeguarding the nations from 
the dangers of badly organised emigration. 
Emigration countries might be relieved of their 
surplus labour, while the international " labour
capital " could move freely, and in such quantities 
a& might be N quired, to the points where it was 
most needed. 

An idea which I suggested two years ago to 
M. Alhl'rt Thomas, the emint>nt Director of the 
International Labour Orfice, and which I think 
it may be useful to explain further and to ask 
this Conference to study with a view to putting 
it into effect, is the •establishment of an Inter
national Labour Exchange, whose principal duty 
it would be to assist in the distribution of workers 
according to the requirements and rt>souroes of 
the diflerent na.tions. . 

Ll't us turn now to another question, a problem 
which to my mind calls for our very special 
attention : I mean Customs barriers. 

-11 

Mr. Layton, referring to the post-war map of 
Europe, observed that Customs barriers, as the 
result more particularly of the disintegration 
of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire, have 
inCrl'ased by 11,000 ltilomt>ters and that the seven 
smaU economic units which can1e into bl'inll" on 
the conclusion of peaot' form, in the present world 
economic acheme, a veritable " anarchism " of 
individual organisms each persuaded· that ita 
prosperity depends upon the ruin of its nt•ighbours. 
His observation is very sound. 

The situation is even worse in the Balkan ' 
Peninsula. Although the small nations form 
together a single eoon01nic entity, e11<1b one of 
them maintains complete isolation. Thos there 
is no direct railway communication between 
Bulgaria and Greece, or between Albania and Serbia 
or· Albania and Greece. Some idtla of the isoh1tion 
of th~>se countJ>iea may be obtained by refonmce 
to their foreign trade atatisti08, 

These show that Greece is the only State that 
bas engaged in inter-Balkan trade. I am happy 
to inform you now that we are l'ntloavourlng 
to strengthen the economio and politloal bonds 
betwl'en our country and the rest of the Peninsula. 
As proof or our desire, we ba ve founded a Balkan 
Rapprochemt>nt I.eague, which numbera among 
its members statesmen and persona well known 
in the world of politics, eoonomics, scienl~e, 
journalism, trade and industTy. 

This League is in close touch with persons 
of note in the Balkana and Ia working hard to bring 
about an inter-Balkan congress to study questions 
affecting the Pconomic and social interests of the 
nations in the Peninsula. The entente might 
even be extended later ao as to include other 
States, with the port of Salonika as headquarters, 
and similar ententea might be constituted to 
group together the peoples round the Danube, 
the Rhine, the port of Danzig, and t>laewhere. 

3maU ententes such a11 these would In themselves 
lead to practical results. .But they cannot be 
brought about by individuals or Isolated nations : 
they would have to form part of an International 
scheme, and that is why I suggest to the Conference 
that it might be expedient to encourage and 
if I may say ao, to " patronise " thia movement 
and to promote the conclusion in economic matters 
-as in the 01111e of peace- of special covenants 
between groups of nationa. 

In conclusion I would urge : 

I. The institution of an 
Economic Council in the form 
M. Jouhanx; 

International 
proposed by 

2. The creation of an International Labour 
Exchange to be attached to the International 
Labour Office ; 

3. The conclmion of economic covenants 
between groupa of nations ; and 

4. The creation of an· International Agri· 
cultural Credit Bank. 

The Cot~fermce ro•e at 1.10 p.m. 


